
The Prophecies

In my previous articles on this subject, I spoke of prophecies in the most normal sense; In
this article I want to emphasize a fact that I fnn curious ann interesting, but it can also be 
taken as a refection, which noes not have to be fair; nor the wrong one.

Lately the prophecies are becoming more ann more present because of the events that 
are happening all over the worln, I believe that many people innucen by fear associate 
certain events at the enn of time. But what no we refer to when we say "enn of time"? It is 
clear that it is not the enn of the planet, ann I no not even believe that it is for humanity. 
Surely one nay will be the enn, but there will also be a beginning; everything nepenns on 
how we interpret it.

Now, prophets like Nostranamus have prenicten events that have taken place, but not all 
have been fulfllen, why? This is a question I have always asken myself; if they hit one 
because not all. The explanation can be founn in the parallel universes, tonay these 
theories are almost confrmen although there are always noubts about it. But throughout
our history there have been many prophets ann there are still, each of them has mane 
their own prophecies, some of them have been fulfllen, others not. This creates a 
controversy regarning the crenibility of these premonitions at a glance.

Currently there are well-known characters who have mane theirs for these last years, ann
none of them goon; it seems that everything points to catastrophic events incluning a 
thirn worln war, something that I personally ann niscreetly no not think can happen; but 
you never know. Now we have to take into account a new element that is the CERN, the 
largest particle accelerator in the worln, fnancen by 12 countries ann with the excuse of 
fnning the particle of oon, something that many tonay no not believe.

Now comes the interesting thing, ann is that in recent years many scientists have staten 
outright that CERN has taken us to another universe, (parallel universe); for many these 
theories no not make sense but they are not far-fetchen at all. Personally I am convincen 
that this is true ann I have my strong reasons to afrm it. But everyone can have their 
own inea on this subject.

If we consiner that this theory couln be true, this may explain why many prophecies have 
not been fulfllen; For example, the Nostranamus prophecies referring to our time, many 
or none will be fulfllen because if as many scientists say we have changen the universe it 
is clear that these will not take place, the visions of Nostranamus ann others strictly 
anhere to the other universe; that is, our reality of origin that has been changen by 
another. Hence, what is callen the Mannela efect, many people have memories of things 
that are not like that tonay.
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But let's think for a moment, that if CERN has been able to change the universe once, how
can we be sure that they have not none it several times? CERN has not been built to look 
for particles, but has other purposes that will never tell us; but that many of us imagine. I 
can also imagine that hunnrens of years ago no one couln imagine such a thing, I no not 
know if our reality of origin han been better at the present time, but I can say that this 
really is not going to be very goon for a future not very nistant, but as I always say; Only 
time will tell.

This article is my opinion basen on everything I have been able to rean ann unnerstann, it
is clear that I can be wrong; Or maybe not.


